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Abstract: 

The rapid development of embedded processor highlights the power consumption problem in the mobile platform. Most of the 

power saving techniques uses the prediction-based dynamic voltage frequency scaling (DVFS) scheme. However, the prediction 

could be inaccurate resulting from the frequent interactions of user when playing games. We have observed that frame rate is 

near-linear to processor frequency, but there is a bottleneck, frame rate will not increase as processor frequency increases when 

processor frequency reaches this threshold. Moreover, previous research has shown that utilizing the information of mult imedia 

application can reduce the influence of applicat ion interactive characterizat ion to DVFS policy. Most user-centric methods have 

employed DVFS as a method to reduce the power consumption. However, DVFS may not be adequate enough to guarantee user 

experience qualit ies for all tasks because the processor clock speed changed by DVFS can affect all tasks running at the same 

processor. In order to min imize such inter-task interferences by DVFS, it is necessary to employ task-specific power management 

methods. This paper shows that processor bandwidth control developed for processor resource management within Linux kernel 

can be employed as a task-specific power management method, and a novel processor power management scheme employing 

both DVFS and processor bandwidth control is proposed. Experimental results show that the proposed method can reduce the 

power consumption more than the existing method by maintain ing the good quality of user experience. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Earlier embedded processors were equipped with relatively  

lower performance microprocessors, due to the limitation of 

size and power. However, with the advance of process 

technology, embedded processor vendors provide multi-core 

processors of small size running at more than 1GHz 

frequency, which still consumes extremely low power 

compared to desktop processors. Nevertheless, as  the 

processor size scales down, the power density of the 

processors increases despite the reduction in total power 

consumption. Multiprocessors systems on chip (MpSoCs) for 

mobile plat- forms typically integrate a graphical processing 

unit (GPU), with the processor cores to provide a better 

graphics experience. Graphics applicat ions are among the 

most commonly used on such platforms. Therefore, energy 

optimization for such applications is important. In typical 

graphics applications, the graphical processing unit 

(GPU)works in tandem with the processor; with the 

processor generating tasks for the GPU to produce frames for 

the display. The target Frame per Second (FPS) is usually 

constrained by the display frame rate (typically 60 FPS). 

Different applications vary greatly in the required processor 

and graphical processing unit (GPU) computational resources 

to meet the target Frame per Second (FPS).Thus, running the 

user experience and graphical processing unit (GPU) 

consistently at their maximum frequency may unnecessarily 

burn high energy for workloads that do not require it. 

Alternately, running the user experience and graphical 

processing unit (GPU) at their minimum frequency may not 

be sufficient to meet the target frame per seconds (FPS). 

Hence, any energy optimization work geared towards 

graphics applications needs to correctly understand and 

model the interaction between the user experience and 

graphical processing unit (GPU) and assign their frequencies 

intelligently to meet the desired Quality of Service (QoS) 

target while burning minimal energy. 

As a matter of fact, the multimedia services due to their 

delay-sensitive nature require special control and treatment 

over bandwidth-constrained cellular networks as compared to 

rich bandwidth fixed internet protocol networks. Because of 

the time to market pressure and the fact that people only 

rarely attribute the battery life -time to applications, 

multimedia applications are not programmed in a power 

aware fashion, but are solely optimized for high frame rates 

and a good service quality of experience. Frame rates above 

particular boundaries do not improve the mult imedia 

application experience of most players and therefore are not 

required. In particular, fo r mult imedia played on relatively  

small displays like on smartphones the optimization for h igh 

frame rate scan be done. 

There are numerous strategies to balance and trade off system 

performance and power consumption, such as Dynamic 

Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) and heterogeneous 

multi-processing. In these approaches, the system 

configuration is adjusted on the basis of low-level metrics 

such as the number of Floating-point Operat ions per Second 

(FLOPS) or load on a particular core. However, these metrics 

give very little indication of how well the device performs for 

the end user who has little or no interest in the computational 

performance or memory bandwidth and is much more 

concerned with the responsiveness of the system for 

everyday activities. Specifically, the performance perceived 

by the end user depends heavily on the applications running, 

how well the device is able to run these applications, and the 

user’s expectations and preconceptions [6]. As we shall see, 

the low-level system performance is generally of little  
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importance to the user. Thus it becomes possible to change 

the optimizat ion criteria to target low power operation 

without affecting user experience. For example, it becomes 

possible to reduce the frame rate of the graphics processing 

unit (GPU), as long as it remains above the minimum level 

required to perceive fluid motion [7]. Understanding the 

limits of human perception provides a basis for trading 

device performance for battery life without the user even 

being aware that this trade-off is taking place. However, the 

system must have knowledge of the limits of human 

perception and application requirements. 

In this paper, a user-centric power management method for 

graphical mobile applications is proposed. In the proposed 

method, the frame rate is monitored to set an appropriate 

upper bound of the user experience usage when the quality of 

user experience changes sensitively to the user experience 

performance level. It is claimed that more efficient power 

management of the user experience without losing the quality 

of user experience is achieved by utilizing user experience 

bandwidth control (BWC) along with Dynamic vo ltage and 

frequency scaling (DVFS). In other words, in the proposed 

method, power consumption of the user experience can be 

reduced either by slowing down the clock speed or by 

restricting the user experience usage. The quality of user 

experience is measured by the frame rate. 

Since there is no need to modify either the source code of 

applications or the system architecture, the proposed solution 

can be applied to various  embedded systems by simply  

employing the proposed method. The effectiveness of the 

proposed method has been evaluated on a real embedded 

platform which is equipped with raspberry pi board.  

Experimental results show that setting an upper bound of the 

user experience usage is an efficient method to reduce the 

power consumption while maintain ing the application 

specific service quality. 

 

2. RELATEDWORK 

 

We categorize the existing work in the following. 

Processor Power Consumption: Due to the increasingly 

computing power, the energy consumption of processor also 

grows rapidly. Studies on energy consumption of smartphone 

processor attempted to find an energy-efficient strategy to 

dynamically adjusting the processor frequency and voltage 

based on the concept of Dynamic Voltage and Frequency 

Scaling(DVFS). 

Application Power Consumption: With the Explosive growth 

of processor applications, increasingly researchers  are 

interested in investigating the energy consumption in 

applications. Narseo made a statistical analysis on the energy 

consumption of different types of applications. In addition 

the impact on energy consumption of cooperation between 

applications and operating system. The concept of energy 

bug in processor gave a first trial on diagnosing energy bugs. 

Display Power Consumption: Due to the physical 

characteristics of display hardware, energy saving could be 

achieved by wisely adjusting LCD and OLED display  

parameters. Existing work studies screen hardware power 

consumption through studying the screen power model, 

calibrat ing the backlight level or the display color scheme, 

while our work exp lores the power consumption of mobile 

device made by exorbitant screen frame rate.  

Although the battery-life issues of mobile devices have 

gained much attention, the energy cost made by human 

screen interactions such as scrolling remains indefinable. 

There are some studies on frame rate recently, but these 

works mainly focus on how to improve frame rate through 

hardware and software or how to use frame rate as a quality 

of service (QoS) metric. Therefore, existing work has not 

concerned the impact of frame rate to the energy 

consumption. 

Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) is a 

commonly used power reduction technique for processors. 

Traditional Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) 

policies use processor utilization as the metric to determine 

when to change frequency. Sasaki et al. used other hardware 

performance information available to the operating system to 

make frequency change decisions. Their Dynamic voltage 

and frequency scaling (DVFS) algorithm is based on 

statistical analysis of performance counters. However, their 

technique needs compiler support to insert code for 

performance prediction. Choi et al changed processor 

frequency based on workload decomposition, which tends to 

provide power improvements only for memory-bound 

applications. Wu et al. designed a framework fo r a runtime 

Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) optimizer in  

a general dynamic compilat ion system. Xu et al. describe a 

Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) scheme that 

captures the variability of workloads using the probability 

distribution of the computational requirement of each task in 

the system. To the best of our knowledge, none of these 

techniques considered user satisfaction to control power 

state. 

Researchers have also described techniques that take user 

perception into account in Dynamic voltage and frequency 

scaling (DVFS) and other related areas. There are in general 

three types of approaches. Explicit ly obtaining user input, 

e.g., by monitoring mouse movement or keyboard events. 

Lorch and Smith found that different types of user interface 

events such as mouse movements, mouse clicks, and 

keystrokes trigger tasks with significantly different processor 

requirements, suggesting that Dynamic voltage and 

frequency scaling (DVFS) algorithms should adjust speeds 

based on interface events. Lin et al. describe a Dynamic 

voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) scheme that controls 

processor frequency by monitoring explicit user input via 

keyboard events. This technique uses a simple control policy 

that assigns a time interval for the processor to stay at each 

frequency level. When the user presses the discomfort key, 

the frequency is increased and the time interval for the 

previous frequency level is adjusted accordingly. This simple 

control policy is completely user driven and does not make 

use of any processor performance information. It does not 

learn user preferences for particular applications, and 

requires ongoing (although gradually slowing) exp licit  

feedback from users to maintain adequate performance, 

which may eventually annoy users, undermining practical 

use. 

 

3. US ER-CENTRIC POWER MANAGEMENT  

 

Measurement of the Frame Rate  

In this paper, the frame rate is a key performance metric to 

maintain the quality of user experience. In order to achieve 

satisfactory quality of user experience, monitoring the frame 

rate is crucial. This section shows how the frame rate can be 

monitored without disrupting the normal execution of the 

target application. 

There may be various ways to measure the frame rate. In this 

paper, the access count of the frame buffer is used to measure 
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the frame rate. Whenever each frame is displayed, the frame 

buffer interrupt occurs. Therefore, the frame rate can be 

measured by monitoring the frame buffer interrupt. The 

interrupt counter for the frame buffer is read every 100 ms, 

and most recent 10 samples are summed up to calculate the 

frame rate. The slid ing window was implemented to save the 

most recent 10 samples, and Fig. 1 shows an example.  

 
Fig 1:Slid ing window for the frame rate measurement 

 

Bandwidth Correlation between Frame Rate and Control  

The processor processing performance can be restricted by 

processor Bandwidth Control (BWC). Hence, processor 

Bandwidth Control (BW C) can also degrade the frame rate. 

The processor BWC structure included in the Linux kernel 

has a parameter to set the upper bound of the processor usage 

called Quota. This section will address the correlation 

between the frame rate and the Quota. The impact of the 

Quota on the average power consumption while mobile 

multimedia applicat ion runs on the Raspberry Pi board will 

be discussed as well. 

 

4. PROPOS ED METHOD 

 

The fig 2 shows the proposed system structural design. 

 
Fig 2: Proposed system architecture 

 

The frame frequency has a great influence on required power 

savings and quality of multimedia application obtained by 

user. More frame frequency highly fulfills the user, but in 

turn needs greater frame processing frequencies and this 

effect in lot of power consumption. Alternatively, slower 

frame frequency outcomes in greater reduction in power but 

it also decreases the user experience. The fig 3 describes the 

flow diagram of the proposed system. 

 
Fig 3: Flow Diagram of Proposed Methodology  

 

It is well known that frame rates have a considerable impact 

on the perceived quality of graphical applicat ions. However, 

even in the case of multimedia applications, which typically 

require high graphics performance, achievement of the 

maximum frame per seconds (FPS) makes little difference in  

the perceivable quality if the frame rate is greater than a 

certain level. Therefore, it is very important to consistently 

maintain a uniform frame per seconds (FPS) to achieve both 

satisfactory user experience and efficient energy reduction. 

The graphical processor unit (GPU) dynamic voltage and 

frequency scaling policy selects a clock frequency in such a 

way that the graphical processing unit is almost guaranteed to 

achieve the target frame per seconds (FPS).  

 

5. SIMULATION RES ULTS  

All experiments were conducted on a Raspberry Pi 3 Model 

B board to calculate the power consumption of embedded 

processor devices. Linux kernel and Raspbian is used as the 

operating system. Many visual presentations run at the idle 

state, the highly interactive state, or the interactive state. By 

observing the frame value, applications placement in each 

phase can be noticed. Our experiments focus on the power 

consumption and the frame rate when the target application 

runs at the interactive state or the highly interactive state. The 

frame value and power consumption are calculated while 

executing application platforms : a mult imedia program, and a 

mobile game. The degradation of user interaction was also 
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measured to compare the satisfaction rate of end users by 

counting how often the frame rate falls below the threshold 

frame rate. In our experiment, the threshold frame rate for the 

multimedia program is 30 fps and the threshold frame rate for 

the others is 45 fps. Such frame rates are widely used values 

for videos and mobile games. 

      The fig 4 shows the graph of processor usage with 

average frame rate at low frequency and high frequency. The 

fig 5 describes the plot of processor usage with average 

frame rate. The fig 6 shows the average power consumption 

of existing method and the user centric method, where user 

centric method reduces more power. Tab le 1 shows 

comparison of power consumption between existing and 

proposed method with mult imedia applicat ions 

 
Table 1: Estimat ion of Proposed Method 

 
Fig 4: Plot of Processor Usage vs. Average Frame Rate  

 
Fig 5: Plot of Processor Usage vs. Average Power 

Consumption 

 
Fig 5: Plot of Average Power Consumption  

5. CONCLUS ION 

In this paper we examined an efficient technique for power 

managing of mult icore embedded processor, and it focused 

on the quality of user experience. Most existing power 

management methods reduce the power consumption by 

employing only processor dynamic voltage and frequency 

scaling (DVFS). However, even a single-step slowdown of 

the clock speed of a processor can affect all tasks running on 

the processor. To customize the processor processing 

performance for each task more precisely, the propos ed user-

centric method utilizes processor bandwidth control for 

setting the upper bound of the processor usage on top of 

dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS). Namely, the 

proposed method lowers the clock speed based on the 

processor usage and it sets an upper bound to reduce the 

power consumption further while the quality of user 

experience is maintained.  

Experimental results show that processor bandwidth control 

can be very effective for a user-centric power management. 

Processor bandwidth control can save more power not only 

by decreasing the processor usage, but also by reducing the 

scaling-up of the clock frequency. The proposed adaptive 

method can reduce the power consumption with little  

degradation compared to the existing method. 

 
Fig 7: Snapshot of Raspberry Pi Board and VGA Connector 
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Fig 8: Snapshot of the Proposed Prototype 
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